
  

English Vocabulary 

barbaric   habitat 
commercial  civilized 
condone  despicable 
pursued  guise 
slaughter  atrocities        
 
 
feasted                         marshes 
devouring                     reluctantly  
abandoned                   slay 
hideous                        clambered 
seize                            wrench 
revenge. 
 
 
 
facts   opinions 
modal verbs  adjectives              
rhetorical questions 
similes                      metaphors 
adverbial                   dialogue 
phrase                      clause 
rhyme 
 

History Vocabulary 
 
castle 
motte and bailey 
medieval 
fortification 
commemoration 
Blitz 
memorial 
catapult 
conquest 
 
 

Maths Vocabulary 

Addition and subtraction: 

add   subtract    ones (1s)    tens (10s)    

hundreds (100s)    thousands (1,000s)              

ten thousands (10,000s)  mentally    inverse    

round    estimate    distance chart 

Graphs and tables: 

graph     line graph      table      dual line graph 

horizontal      vertical       two-way table     scale 

axis/axes   data     kilometres (km)     kilograms 

(kg)     plot/plotted       tallies/tally            digits 

 

Fast Spellings 

Words with the letter string ‘ough’ 

bough    cough    dough    enough    bought    

plough    though    drought    sought    thought   

sought    thought    tough    thorough    rough 

Words with silent letters: 

doubt    knights    solemn    whistle    numb    

lamb    island    autumn    debt    isle 

Words ending in ‘ible’ and ‘able’ 

horrible   terrible   possible   edible   reversible  

invincible   legible 

adorable   forgivable    disposable    enjoyable  

valuable    breakable    identifiable   

The Arts (Music, Art, DT)  

Art – Work of WW2 artists and photographers 

DT – Design and make catapults. 

Music – World War 2 popular music linked to 

our Connected Curriculum unit. 

Our music focus this term is Classroom Jazz. 

Pupils will:                                                 

Listen to and appraise pieces.                  

Learn about the interrelated dimensions of 

music through playing instruments. 

 

 

             Homework 

It is expected that all children will read at least 5 

times per week and that their reading book, and  

signed reading record, will be in school every 

day. 

My Maths homework will be set on a Friday 

along with an English task on the Google 

Classroom. Paper copies are available for those 

that do not have internet access. 



History Knowledge  

To know and understand an aspect of British, 

local and world history. 

To understand that our knowledge of the past 

is constructed from a range of sources. 

To know that we can make connections 

between local, regional and national history 

and events. 

Key Skills 

To use chronology and note connections, 

contrasts and trends over time.  

To construct informed responses that involve 
thoughtful selection and organisation of 
relevant historical information. 
 

 

P.E. knowledge  

P.E. is on a Monday and Tuesday. 

We will be learning:                                 

balances and counter balances through 

gymnastic shapes and games.                             

to negotiate and collaborate effectively with 

peers.                                                              

To give and receive feedback to improve.           

     PSHE Knowledge  

To celebrate difference and understand that 

cultural differences sometimes cause conflict. 

Visits 

 
Kenilworth Castle – 25th November 2022 

 

R.E. knowledge  

Incarnation – was Jesus the Messiah? 

Children to place the Incarnation and Messiah 

within the ‘big story’ of the Bible. To identify 

Gospel and prophecy texts, using technical 

terms, explaining connections between biblical 

texts, Incarnation and the Messiah. 

ICT Knowledge  

Video editing – To know the purpose of a 

recorded video is to engage the audience 

and share a message. 

English knowledge and skills 

Children will learn: 

To persuade readers on a particular topic 

To describe their characters well. 

To structure their writing developing 

cohesion within and across paragraphs. 

To use dialogue to move a story forward. 

 

 

Maths knowledge  

 Addition and Subtraction: 
Add and subtract numbers with up to 5 digits 

Use the column method for addition and 

subtraction 

Round numbers to estimate answers to 

problems Add and subtract numbers mentally 

Solve problems involving addition and 

subtraction 

 

Graphs and Tables: 

Read information from tables and line graphs 

Understand and create two-way tables 

Answer questions relating to the information in 

graphs and tables  

 

 

Spanish knowledge  

Numbers to 100, animals and Christmas. 

 

 

Year 5 

Term 2 

Castles 


